A simple power-series method is developed to calculate to large order the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation expansions for energy levels of a hydrogen atom with a Yukawa-type screened Coulomb potential. Perturbation series for the 1s, 2s, and 2p levels, shown not to be of the Stieltjes type, are calculated to 100th order. Nevertheless, the poles of the Pade approximants to these series generally avoid the region of the positive real axis 0& A. & X', where A. ' represents the coupling constant threshold. As a result, the Here, however, no matrix elements need be calculated and the E'"' can be computed in rational form.
Here we consider hydrogenlike atoms with a Yukawa' or %e therefore need only to study the perturbation expansions for hydrogen atoms, i.e. , Z= 1; the RS coefficients for general Z are then given by E)l,hf (Z) = Z EhLhl (4) where E'"'~E'"'( I 
has also been discussed. ' [ Here, however, no matrix elements need be calculated and the E'"' can be computed in rational form. For the ground state of hydrogen, where N -Z -I, substitute these series into Eq. (S), expand the exponential, and co!lect terms in X to obtain the following difference equation for the bj".
b&, = -. -(j+I)(j+2)b&+Jpg+ X, bj r r+ X E b&~"~, 2~j~n , n =234, . . . ,
where bt)0 1, bo"bin 0, n 1, 2, 3, . . . and b&"0 if j & n. The perturbation coefficients E" are given by boo-1, E'n'= -3b2,n, n =2, 3, 4, . . . (9) The bjn coefficients are calculated one row at a time. For each n value, they are calculated inward from the diagonal element b"n. The difference equation is dependent upon the structure of the unPerturbed radial function Lrtz~+q' t (2r) and must be reformulated for each state. The E ' have been calculated to n -100 for the 1s, 2s, and 2p levels, i.e. , N-1, 2 and L-0, 1. The first 10 coefficients of the ground-state series are presented in Table I .
If the RS series in (2) 
with initial conditions Ao=0, Bo=1, A1=c1, and B1=1. 
